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Major video and live streaming platforms in China have recently introduced
a live commenting feature that allows viewers to post comments in real time
during video content consumption. Building on the rich live comment data,
this research proposes a novel approach for in-consumption social listening
to extract live consumption experience. The approach is demonstrated in the
context of online movie watching with a novel measure, moment-to-moment
synchronicity (MTMS), to capture consumers’ in-consumption engagement.
MTMS refers to the synchronicity between temporal variations in the
volume of live comments and those in movie content mined from
unstructured video, audio, and text data from movies (i.e., camera motion,
shot length, sound loudness, pitch, and spoken lines). We show that MTMS
strongly predicts viewers’ post-consumption appreciation of movies, and it
can be evaluated at finer level to identify engaging content.
Live Commenting and In-Consumption Social Listening
During the recent dramatic growth of the on-demand video segment in China,
major online video platforms, such as Youku, Tencent Video, and iQiyi Video,
have all introduced a live commenting function to engage consumers in nearly
all video categories. Figure 1 illustrates the basic format of this function. The
live commenting function enables viewers to post comments through an
interactive box under the video player while streaming a video. These live
comments are recorded in sync with video content; that is, each of them is
attached to a specific time in the video. When another viewer watches the
video later, these comments will appear on the upper side of the screen at the
same moment in the video when the commenters posted them. In this way,
the viewer can see and reply to previous viewers’ comments. (To better
illustrate this commenting function, we provide a YouTube video about the
format of live comments and how to post them, which is available
at https://youtu.be/W7Vw6gPWmQQ). Video content such as movies and TV
shows attracts mass viewer participation in generating live comments. For
example, as of February 2017, the first episode of a popular Chinese TV show
on Tencent Video, Ode to Joy II (2017), has received over 2.2 million live
comments—50 times the volume of its post-show comments.
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Figure 1: An Example of Live Social Media Function on Online Video
Platforms

These live social media activities (i.e., live comments) document the viewers’
(moment-to-moment) MTM reactions towards the video content and may
reveal valuable information about their real-time consumption experience. In
our research, we propose in-consumption social listening, and develop a novel
measure to listen to live consumer experiences during video content
consumption. The measure utilizes the unstructured information contained in
the live comments (textual information) as well as the corresponding video
content (image and audio information) and can be evaluated at the MTM level
to track consumer engagement during a video. It then allows online video
platforms to improve managerial decisions on the placement of in-video
advertisements and content editing for sequentially released TV and reality
shows. In the context of live streaming, the proposed measure can be
constructed and analyzed during broadcasting and provide timely feedback
on viewer engagement to the content providers.
Our analysis of live comments also relates to the growing interest among
marketers in the collection and analysis of MTM data that document real-time
consumer reactions. For example, marketing research companies like Nielsen
adopted a variety of technologies such as functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI), electroencephalogram (EEG), eye and face tracking, and
biometrics. These MTM data have broad and important implications in the
design of product content and ads (Baumgartner, Sujan, and Padgett 1997;
Teixeira, Wedel, and Pieters 2010, 2012; Woltman Elpers, Wedel, and Pieters
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2003), understanding in-consumption drivers of product evaluations
(Ramanathan and McGill 2007), as well as forecasting demand of products
such as TV shows and movies (Barnett and Cerf 2017; Liu, Singh, and
Srinivasan 2016; Seiler, Yao, and Wang 2017). Importantly, compared with
traditional methods, this research not only introduces a new form of field
MTM data—live comments that allow for large-scale low-cost analyses of
consumption experience—but also offers a new perspective to analyzing
MTM data that are highly unstructured in nature.
How We Listen to Live Consumer Experience
Existing social listening approaches often build on the analysis of the textual
information contained in consumers’ social media posts. However, unlike
other social media activities, consumers may not directly reveal their
preference for the content in live comments; rather viewers use short and
informal text that contains fragmented sentences, words, or emoticons (e.g.,
“The evil boss is bad” or “OMG”). These features limit the information that
can be extracted with natural language processing tools. We therefore focus
on the key feature of live comments (and MTM data in general) that they are
real-time consumer reactions to product content. Following this, the volume
of live comments during a movie seems to reflect the evolution of the movie
content (See Figure 2 for an example).
Figure 2: Distribution of Volume of Live Comments in the Hunger
Games (2012)
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We propose a novel measure called Moment-to-Moment Synchronicity
(MTMS). MTMS refers to the synchronicity between temporal variations in
the content of consumption and MTM consumer reactions to such variations.
In movies and TV shows, producers often set up a series of temporal
variations in the product content, such as motion, music, and development of
the story, to engage the viewers. When consumers are engaged, their live posts
are likely to follow these content variations (Dellarocas and Narayan 2006).
In contrast, if they are bored, they may direct attention to top-of-mind cues,
and their live reactions are unlikely to follow the content variations (Berger
and Schwartz 2011; Berger 2014). The synchronicity between live comments
and movie content reflects the ability of a product to engage the viewers.
Movie and TV producers have long recognized the importance of engaging
the audience. For example, when explaining how to control the active
participation of the audience, Alfred Hitchcock described an example scene
in which two people are sitting at a table under which a bomb is ticking
(Truffaut 1984). This creates a fascinating circumstance in which the viewers
are aware of the bomb, but the two characters are not. The audience members
are longing to warn the characters on the screen, “You shouldn’t be talking
about such trivial matters. There is a bomb beneath you and it is about to
explode!” Achieving such delicate control of the viewers’ participation
requires careful manipulation of a movie’s content, including the plot, shots,
and sounds. Fundamentally, MTMS captures the MTM information
transmission from the content producer to the consumers. In this sense, this
concept applies to other entertainment consumption and other type of MTM
consumer reactions.
Video Analytics and Content Production
The key challenge for building MTMS is that data on the product content are
highly unstructured. In our empirical examination, we carry out our analysis
for over 500 online movie videos. The movie videos are a combination of
unstructured, high-frequency data streams (image sequence, audio, and text),
with a combined run time of over one month. In addition, movies are complex
products in which meanings of scenes are context dependent. Consequently,
quantifying movie content from the video data is challenging.
We tackle these difficulties by following “film grammar,” the grammatical
principles generally followed by professional filmmakers (Adams, Dorai, and
Venkatesh 2003; Arijon 1976). For instance, in film grammar, a shot, the
basic component of a movie, is a continuous camera action, and shot length
is often manipulated to surprise or emphasize. Therefore, the length of shots
during different scenes of a movie can reveal which parts are intended to
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shock or surprise the viewers. Following similar principles and applying a set
of scalable video processing tools, we capture MTM variations in movie
content by quantifying camera motion, shot length, sound loudness, sound
pitch, and number of spoken lines.
These content variables are main dimensions that the producers manipulated
in a movie to engage the viewers. It is first consistent with supply-side
variations of MTMS. Second, using film grammar enables us to focus on key
dimensions of the movie content, which dramatically simplifies the video
processing. And it takes about one fourth of the playtime to process the videos
with a desktop PC. Video platforms with higher computing power can process
them even faster.
Empirical findings on MTMS
In our empirical analysis (inspired by Morck et al. 2000), we operationalize a
movie’s MTMS using the R-squared value from a regression of the amount
of live comments onto movie content quantified from the videos. Our analysis
reveals that the MTMS measure significantly predicts movie evaluations. The
more pronounced effect of MTMS among horror and thriller movies provides
further support for MTMS’s role in capturing viewers’ content engagement.
In addition, we show further that the MTMS effect is sizable and comparable
to the star actor effect; it is robust to different specifications of the model; and
MTMS captures a unique source of in-consumption information that cannot
be captured by existing measures that build on MTM volume of comments or
textual information in the comments.
Finally, MTMS is also capable of looking at different consumer reactions and
time periods of an experience. For instance, our text analysis of live comments
reveals that the effect of MTMS is mainly driven by comments that explicitly
mention the movie’s content (e.g., plot, characters, acting, visual and audio
effects). We also find that MTMS during the movie’s ending period
contributes the most to its overall evaluations, relative to earlier periods.
[Qiang Zhang, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology; Wenbo
Wang, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology; Yuxin Chen, New
York University (NYU), and NYU Shanghai.]
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